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An Die Freude

Freude, schdner Gotterfunken, 
Tochter aus Elysium,

Wir betreten feuertrunken
Himmlische, dein Heiligtum.

Deine Zauber binden wieder,
Was der Mode Schwert geteilt;

Bettler werden Fiirstenbruder,
Wo dein sanfter Flugel weilt.

Seid umschlungen, Millionen! 
Diesen Kuss der ganzen Welt! 
Bruder-uberm Stemenzelt

Muss ein lieber Vater wohnen.

Wem der grosse Wurf gelungen, 
Eines Freundes Freund zu sein;

Wer ein holdes Weib errungen, 
Mische seinen Jubel ein!

Ja-wer auch nur eine Seele
Sein nennt auf dem Erdenrund!

Und wers nie gekonnt, der stehle 
Weinend sich aus diesem Bund!

Was den grossen Ring bewohnet, 
Huldige der Sympathies 
Zu den Stemen leitet sie,

Wo der Unbekannte thronet.

Freude trinken alle Wesen 
An den Brusten der Natur,

Alle Guten, alle Bosen 
Folgen ihrer Rosenspur.

Kusse gab sie uns und Reben,
Einen Freund , gepriift im Tod .

Wollust ward dem Wurm gegeben,
Und. der Cherub steht vor Gott.

Ihr sturzt nieder, Millionen? 
Ahnest d.u den Schopfer, Welt? 
Such ihn uberm Sternenzelt,

Uber Stemen muss er wohnen.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A group G is a set of elements for which a binary operation 

(indicated by juxtaposition) is uniquely defined such that:

(1) For all a,3 of G, a|3«G
(2) For all a.g.yeG, a(Py)=(aP)Y
(3) There exists an e for eveiyaAG3 ae=a

-1 -1(^)For every a there is an a eG 3 aa. =e

Closure. 
Associativity. 
Identity. 
Inverses.

Any set 3, a subset of G, which satisfies the above criteria is called

a subgroup of G. If S consists of the identity alone or if it is iden

tical with G, then S is called an improper subgroup of G. Otherwise it

is a proper subgroup of G.

Although a right identity and right inverses have been postulated,

it is easily demonstrated that these are also left identities and left

inverses:

a 1a= (a_1a)e = (a"1a)[a"1(a"'l')~1"J = 
^[(aa-1)^-1)-1] = a-^eCa’1)"1! = 
(a’^eXa"’1)-'1'^ a-1 (or1)"’1 = e

-1 —1ea = (aa )a = a(a a) = ae = a.

Hence, right inverses are also left inverses and the right identity is

also a left identity.

Historically, the study of groups was motivated by the consid

eration of the one-to-one mappings of a set S onto itself. Suppose
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that x and y are members of S and that a and g are one-to-one mappings 

of S onto itself. Define a and g such that : (l) for every x of S there 

is a unique element y of S such that y=x(a), and (2) for every y of S 

there is a unique element z of S such that z=y(g). Define a new mapping 

y such that z=x(y) if and only if z=£x(a)"](P)=x[ag_|. Thus defined, y is 

called the product of a and g. The set of one-to-one mappings of S onto 

itself is closed under this product rule. Consider (ag)y ®(3y). In 

both cases, an element x is mapped according to rule a; the result is 

mapped according to g; the final mapping is made according to y. The 

product is associative. Let E map x onto itself for every x of S, i.e., 

E:x-*x . Then for every x and for every mapping a, x£aE~| - [x(a)l(E) = 

x(a). E is the identity mapping. Any mapping a:x-*y which is one-to-one 

(and onto) determines another mapping a’:y-*x. Then for every x of S, 

x(aa') = (xa)a’ = ya’ = x = xE. Therefore the product of a and a' is 

the identity. The mappings a and a’ are called inverses. By definition of 

a group, the one-to-one mappings of a set S onto itself form a group.

Consider the set of ''rigid rotations'* of an equilateral Euclidean 

triangle into itself. The triangle is a set S of points. Rotation maps 

the points in a one-to-one fashion onto themselves. Hence, these 

rotations form a group in which multiplication consists of successive 

rotation. The distinct elements of the group are : (l) R^, a rotation 

through an angle of 2w/3 about the centroid, (2) R^, a similar rotation 

through ^ir/3» and (3) e» a similar rotation through 2tt. (Since it contains 

three distinct elements, this group is said to have order three.) Notice 

that the elements of this group express the triangle’s symmetry with 

respect to the centroid. In a large sense, the study of groups is the
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study of such symmetries.

Three types of mappings- endomorphisms, automorphisms, and

isomorphisms- are especially useful in group theory. A mapping a of 

the elements of a group G into itself is an endomorphism if and only 

if (xy)a==xaya. This defines a as an operator on G. If G has a subgroup 

H such that HacH(i.e., when all the elements of H are mapped through 

a, all the resulting elements are contained In H), H is called a fully 

invariant subgroup of G with respect to a. If an endomorphism is a 

one-to-one mapping of G onto itself, it is called an automorphism.

If ga= htt implies that g = h (g and h being members of G), the endo

morphism is called an isomorphism. It may seem difficult to distinguish 

automorphisms from isomorphisms. For clarification, consider the multi

plicative group of integers, and let a:x->5x. If 5x=5y. then x=y. 

Therefore a is an isomorphism. Since is not an element of the range 

of a, a is not a mapping of the group of integers onto itself. Thus,a 

is not an automorphism. In a group of finite order, all automorphisms are 

isomorphisms, and conversely.

There are many interesting groups of non-finite order. Consider 

the group of rigid rotations of a circle. Any rotation, however small, 

carries the circle into itself, and an arbitrary rotation can be produced 

by successive infinitesimal rotations. These properties define a contin

uous group. Consider the symmetries of a right circular Euclidean cone. 

The rotations about its axis form a continuous group isomorphic to the 

symmetries of the circle. Rotations about an axis perpendicular to the 

conic axis and passing through the apex form a group of finite order.

(The whole group of conic symmetries is, then, a mixed group.) In
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general, the remainder of this paper will deal with groups of finite

order.

The commutative law is not a postulate of a group. Consider the

dihedral group of order four (the symmetries of a square). In order to

define this group formally, assume that the following relations (and no 

Zj- 2 -1others) holds a =e, b =e, ba=a b. These will allow the reader to 

construct the multiplication table for this group. The table is to

be read as xy.

3 3The table shows that ab=ba , but ba and ba are distinct. There is at 

least one group in which the property ab=ba does not hold.

Express the commutative condition in the alternate form b ^ab=a. 

The process of pre-multiplication of a group element by b ^and post

multiplication by b may be regarded as a unary operation on any group 

element a. Call this operation conjugation by b. Then b ^ab=ceG, and 

c and a are called conjugates.

Suppose H={h^,h2,h^,...,hj is a subgroup of G. Find the conjugate

4
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.,b_1h b} = K 

’ n }

> • • • >

Is K a subgroup of G?

(b-1h.b)(b-1h .b)=b_1h.(bb_1)h .b=b_1(h.h ,)b 
3 3 1 3

Since H was closed, K is also a subset of G closed under group multipli

cation. Since all elements of G are associative, all elements of K must 

be associative. If K consists of the identity alone, then it is trivially 

a subgroup. If not, K must contain an element a^e. By closure, all of the 

following are elements of K:

2 3a■—a f a a-a > a a~a , • • • > a

The continuation of this process results in a list of elements of G. 

The list can be continued indefinitely, but G has only a finite number

of elements. Some member of G must eventually occur twice in the list.

Suppose a11 is the first element to recur, and suppose that it recurs as 

m+n mua . Then

m+n n a =a

ma e=e
am=e Note this.
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m-1e=aa
-1 -1 m-1a e=a aa
-1 / -1 \ m-1 a =(a a) a
-1 m-1a =ea
-1 m-1a =a

K contains both the identity and an inverse for any given element. By 

definition of a group, these theorems are proven:

Theorem 1.1:If a group G of finite order contains a subset (or complex)

K closed under group multiplication, then K is a subgroup of G.

Theorem 1.2:Any complex that is conjugate to a subgroup is itself a 

subgroup of G.

K and H are called conjugate subgroups if b ^Hb=K, i.e., if

Hb=bK. An entity Hb^ is called a left coset of H. If H=[h^,h^,hy ...,h^J ,

where h5=hj if and only if i=j, then Hb^fh^bg.h^bg.h^b^,... ,hnb2}.

Suppose that there is a member of G, some bo, which is a member neither

of H nor of Hb2< Form the coset Hby^h^b .hgb^h^by ... ,hnb^}. Continue

forming cosets in the same way until G is exhausted. To show that G is

exhausted, write G=H +Hbo +Hb„ + ..,+ Hb . Addition signifies nothing 2 j m
but the aggregation of all elements of each coset to form a whole group. 

Suppose that h^b^=*h±^ for k less than p. Then

h b. =b x k p

By definition of the coset, b eHb. . However, the choice of b excludes ■p K P
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it as a member of Hb. . By contradiction, h.bT/h.b , and the cosets 

(including H=He) are disjoint. Suppose that iub^h^b^, Then ku^hj, and 

i=j. Each coset contains the same number of elements as does H. Since

the cosets exhaust G, G must contain mn elements. This m is called the 

index of H in G (written £G:H(]).

Theorem 1,3s Lagrange's Theorem:If a group G contains a subgroup H, the 

order of G is the product of the order of H and [GsHj.

In general, two cosets Hb and bH do not contain exactly the same

elements of G. If all such cosets of a subgroup H are identical, H is

called a normal subgroup of G.This is usually written Hb=bH or b Hb=H.

This notation means that for every h„ of H there is an h of H such that 
f g

-1
b hfb=hg. There is no stipulation that hf=h . The normal property of 

H allows the definition of multiplication of cosets.

Definition;(Hx)(Hy)=Hz iff xy=z and H is a normal subgroup of G,

(h.x) ( hy) =e( h±x) ( h y)
=(xx"1)(hix)(hy)
=x(x"1hjx)(hy)

=x(h’)(hy)
=x(hjh^)y
=xh. y by closure of H
=*<x"1)"1hkey
=(x"1)"1hR[x"1(x_1)_1]y

•• «C(x"~)"1hkx;1X1)*1y

=h’xy 
-h^z e Hz

Multiplication of cosets is uniquely defined. Notice that the definition
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of coset multiplication suggests the many-to-one mapping a:x-*Hx

of G onto its set of cosets. This mapping is an endomorphism since, 

by definition, it preserves products.

Theorem 1.4;The endomorphic image of a group is a group.

H itself serves as the identity. Since the cosets exhaust G, some coset

Hz must contain x . Hz is the inverse of Hx. The details of the proof

are left to the reader. The group of cosets is called the factor or 

quotient group of G by H (written G/H) .

The idea of a normal subgroup suggests a definition of the normalizer 

of a complex S of G. If S is not normal In G, the normalizer (written I^S)) 

is the set of all elements x of G such that (x Sx)cz S. N^(S) is a complex 

in which S is normal. Is Np(S) a subgroup of G even though S may not be?

Let s.,s’., and s*. be elements of S, and let n. ,n be members of Np(S). Then
i’ Pa a

(n n.)”s.(n n.)=(n.1n ys .(n n.) 
'pi' ? P i J P i

=n. (n s .n )n. l p 3 P i 
-1 ,=n. sn. 
i J i

N_(s) is a closed complex in a finite group. Therefore it is a subgroup 
G

of G (Theorem l.l).

N_(s) has a very interesting subgroup called the centralizer of

S in G or ZG(s). Every element of ZG(S) commutes (or permutes) with

every element of S. For every z. and z. of Z„(s) and for every s of S, l 3 u q
z. s z.=s and i q l q

— 1 ""1 *"1 (z.z.)~s (z.z.)-(z. z. )s (z.z.) \ i J7 q - i j7 v J l / qd l /
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-1/ -1 s-z . ( z. s z.)z .3. i q V 3
=z .s z .

J q. J
=s

q.

Since it is closed, Z^(s) is indeed a subgroup of G (Theorem l.i). 

Theorem 1.5;The number of distinct conjugates of S in a in a group G 

is rG:NG(s)J.

Proof: G= En^S)-) + + ...+ [n^S)^, m= [G:Ng(S)]
If xT^Sx =xJsx. then (x ,x. ^)S(x. x .^)=S and (x.x.^) ^S(x.x5) 

i i 3 J v J i 7 v i j 7 v i j 7 v i 3
Therefore x ,x. is a member of N„(s), and x. is a member of the coset 3i Gv ' 3
[NG(s)]xi. Two conjugates of S are equal if and only if the transforming 

elements are members of the same coset of G with respect to NG(S),

Quod erat demonstradurn.

A cyclic group is a group all of whose members are "powers" of 

a single element (the generator). For example, consider the additive 

group of integers modulo three. G=[l,1+1,1+1+1J = El,2,0j.

Theorem 1.6: Let G be a group, not the identity alone. G has no subgroup 

except itself and the identity iff G is a finite cyclic group of prime

ord er.

Proof:If G is a finite group of prime order, the only numbers dividing

its order are 1 and the order itself. By Lagrange's theorem, the only

possible subgroups are the identity and G itself. Suppose now that G

is a group which has no proper subgroup. If H is a proper subgroup of

G, it contains an element b not the identity. H must be identical with 
2G. Hence, b generates the group. G is cyclic. If G were infinite, b 

would generate a proper subgroup. Then b is of finite order n. If there 

were integers u and v such that n=uv, then bU would generate a proper

9



subgroup of order v. Hence, n is prime. Q.E.D.
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II SYLOW’S THEOREMS

Let G be a group of order m containing a subgroup H of order n. 

Lagrange’s theorem guarantees that nlm. However, if n^lm, there does 

not necessarily exist a subgroup of order n^. The following permutation 

group of order 12 has no subgroup of order 6.

fl23^
K1234/

fl2><
<1342/

(12>\
\2U3/

(12>\

Z12>\
<3412/ <3241/

(123^\
<4321 /

/1234\
<4213/

/1234\
<3124/

/1234\
<2431/

fl234\
<23U/

Z12>\
<4123/

Choose one fixed element g^ of G and find its conjugate by 

every member of G. The resulting set of elements is called a complete 

conjugate set. Suppose that

si glgi=gj g2gj 

(gjgT )g1(g±gj )=g2
“1 "I "“1 “1(§k SjSi )s1(gigj SiP=&k §2gk

■ - ' ' ' / ,'\C ■' - r . 4 ?' ' ' ■

12

y



Hence, two complete conjugate sets are either disjoint or identical.

Let n be the order of the group G, and let n^, i=l,2,3....,m be 

the orders of the complete conjugate sets into which G may be par

titioned. Then n=n.+no+,.,+n . If g is a member of the center of G,1 2 m °z ’
then g" g g.=g” (g,g)=eg =g , and n =1. Since the identity is a member 

1 Z 1 1 1Z zz z

of the center of every group, at least one of the n^ is unity.

Definition 2.1:The order of an element g of a group G is the smallest 

positive integer m such that gm=e.

Each element generates a cyclic subgroup of its own order. By Lagrange’s 

theorem, the order of any element must divide the order of the group. 

Theorem 2.1;If G is a group of order m and p is a prime number such that 

p|m, G contains an element of order p.

Proof; If p=m=2, the theorem is trivial. Assume the theorem to be 

true for all positive integers less than m. If G contains no subgroup, 

it is a cyclic group of prime order and m=p. It contains a generator 

g of order p since gm=g^=e. Suppose G contains a subgroup of order n^ 

such that p np By the induction hypothesis, this subgroup contains 

an element of order p. Suppose that every subgroup of G is of order 

n^, relatively prime to p. Since m=n.[^G:H^ ( by Lagrange’s theorem) 

for each i, p rGsH.~|. Let m=n.+n_+..,+n where the n. are the orders 

of the complete conjugate sets of G. (Refer to Theorem 1.5» page 9«)

Let S consist of one member of G, an element of the i complete conjugate 

set. Then n^^GzN^Cs)]. Either n^=l, corresponding to an element of



the center of G, or p ^G:N^(S)(], and at least one n^=l. Therefore

the number of n . which are equal to unity must be a multiple of p. The

center has an order divisible by p. If the center is not identical with

G, it contains an element of order p by induction. If the center is iden

tical with G, G is called an Abelian group. Since G contains a subgroup

(the case in which it did not was previously considered), H. is a

normal subgroup of G. The factor group G/lk has order divisible by p.

By the induction hypothesis, G/lL contains an element of order p, some

(H^x^). Suppose that some gfc of G maps to in the endomorphism

between G and. G/H^. Then g^-*(Hj.x^)P=Hi. Then <Hi or g^=hy Element 

"PS sh^ has some finite order s. Then g£ =hy=e. The order of g^ is a multiple
g

of p. Then g^ is an element of order p. Q.E.D.

For the sole purpose of exploiting Marshall Hall’s proofs of the

Sylow theorems, it is desirable to consider double cosets. Let H and K 

be subgroups of G, H^fhph^h^,... ,hn) and K= (k^ ,k?,k^,... ,kj If x is 

an element of G, the double coset HxK is the complex of elements)h^xk^, 

i2xk1,h^xk1,...,hn xk1,h1xk2,h2xk2,h^xk2,...,^i xkg,...,hn xkn} .
* -1 -1 x -1 Suppose that h^x^k^=h2Xjk2. Then (h2ih^)x^(k^k2 )==x. and (h^h2 h^)x^(k^k2 k^) 

h^Xjky Therefore double cosets are either identical or disjoint. Writing 

HxK in the form H(xk), (k being a fixed member of K), it is apparent that 

the double coset consists of complete left cosets of H. Similarly, it 

contains complete right cosets of K.

How many left cosets of H are contained in HxK? Consider the 

mapping h^xk^x ^h^xk. It shows the one-to-one correspondence between 

the left cosets of H in HxK and the left cosets of (x xHx) in (x HxK). 

Suppose that k^ and k2, both members of K, belong to the same left coset

14



of (x ^Hx).

(x ^Hx) k„ and k2e(x_1Hx)k

i 1 3
k =x ^h .xk„ 

2 J 3
(kp"1)^"1]

(kp^Jex 1Hx, (kp^)€x

-1
To any two members of K in any left coset of x Hx, there correspond 

two members of K in x Hx. The elements contained both in (x Hx) and 

in K form a subgroup of K. Decompose K into left cosets.

(1) K=(x"1HxnK)+(x“1HxDK)y2+...+(x'1HxnK)ym, where m=[K:x_1HxnK]

Since y^K, the cosets

(2) (x_1Hx), (x-1Hx)y2, (x 1Hx)y^,...,(x"1Hx)ym

-1 -1are left cosets of x Hx in x HxK. Suppose that two of these left

cosets are identical.

(x_1Hx)yp=(x_1Hx)ya

(x_1Hx)(yp"1 )=(x_1Hx)

Then ypy^£x_1Hx, but from (l), y y’^K. Therefore (y y^e(x_1HxflK) 

and ype(x HxDK)y^. However, that contradicts the way in which the yp

15



were chosen. Therefore no two of the cosets in (2) are identical. Every
-1 -1 -1left coset of x Hx in x HxK is of the form (x Hx)^, where ki=!6iyi and 

6^ (x ^HxflK) . Hence x ^Hxk=(x ^Hx)6^y^. But 6. x ^Hx implies that 

x Hxk=(x Hx)y^, Therefore (2) contains all the left cosets of x 1Hx. 

There are m=[K:x ^HxflK^ distinct left cosets of H in HxK. Similarly 

there are [x ^Hxsx ^HxDK*] right cosets of K in HxK.

Theorem 2.2; First Sylow Theorem:If G is of order n=pms where pis, p a

prime, then G contains subgroups of orders p , i=l,2,3.........m, and each

subgroup of order p1, i=l,2,3,...,m-l, is a normal subgroup of at 

least one subgroup of order p

Proof; (By induction on i). By Theorem 2.1, G contains an element g of

order p. The cyclic subgroup generated by g is of order p=p^. Suppose G

also contains a subgroup P of order p1, i being greater than or equal

to unity. Write G as the aggregation of the elements of its distinct

double cosets with respect to P. G=PeP+PxoP+Px„P+..,+Px P. Let a. be 
2 T w J

the number of right cosets of P in Px.P, Then [~G: P ~|=a.+a_+.. .+a =J 12 w
f"x .Ipx .:x .Ipx ,nP~|. Corresponding to the double coset PeP=P,a, =1. Note 

J J J J 1
that x.lpx, is a subgroup of G of order p1. By Lagrange’s theorem,

[x .^Px .;x ?Px ,np"] p1. Either L=[x ?Px .;x_.^Px .HP 1=1 or p L. But a.=L.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hence a.=l or pi a.. If i is less than m, pi [G;P"1 by Lagrange’s theorem.
J

Therefore the number of a. such that a .=1 must be a multiple of p. If 
d d

-1 “Ia.=L=l, then x. Px.GP=x. Px.=P, and px.=x.P. Hence, x . is a member of 
0 0 0 0 0 00 0

Nr(P). If x. Nr(P), then x .^Px .=P and a .=1. Therefore the number of a.’s 
J d d d d

such that ay=l is the number of cosets of P in its normalizer, i.e. [^N^(p) ;P~]. 

The factor group N^(P)/P has order divisible by p since p|[NG(P):P].

Nq(P)/P must contain an element of order p (by the induction hypothesis).

16



Gall the cyclic group generated by this element some J*. Consider the

usual endomorphism of Ng(p) with its factor group NG(P)/P such that

n Px n Px. The set of all n which correspond to elements of J* form 

a group, some J. Since P is the identity in J*, J=>P. ^J:Pl=[j*:e']=p.

J is a subgroup of order p+1 containing P as a normal subgroup. Q.E.D. 

Definition 2,2:A group P is a p-group if every member of P has as its 

order a power of the prime number p.

Definition 2.3?A Sylow p-subgroup S of G is a p-group contained in no larger 

p-group of G.

Theorem 2.3, Second Sylow Theorem:In a finite group G, the Sylow p-

subgroups are conjugate.

Proof;Let S^ and S^ be Sylow p-subgroups of G. Decompose G into double

cosets: G=S.Sn+S.xoS„+..,+S.x S„. Suppose there are b. right cosets of S„1 2 1x2 2 1 m 2 j 2
-1 -1,!in S.x.So. Then rG:S_l=b-]+bo+.. .+b . Since b .=Tx . S-ix .:x".-S. x .nS_l.1 J 2 L 2J J 2 m J L J J J J 1 J 2J

Therefore b. is J or a multiple of p. However, [G:S_"] cannot be divisible

by p because the order of S? is the highest power of p which occurs in

the order of G. At least one K is "]• Then [x^S^x. :x^±S^x^nSgIl=l, and.

xT^S.x “S-. Q.E.D. 
i 1 l 2

Theorem 2.^-; Third Sylow Theorem:The number of Sylow p-subgroups of

a finite group G is of the form (l+kp) and is a divisor of G.

Proof:The Sylow p-subgroups are conjugates. The number of distinct conjugates 

of Sq in G is [Ng(Sq):SqJ. Let 0^,0^, 0r_, be the orders of G, Ng(Sq), and 

Sq respectively.

. ; °N=°sI-NG^S0^ :S0-l

°g-On[G:1Ig(30)]

1'7



OG=(WSo’!SoMG!,,G(SO>]

Hence [Nq(Sq):Sq] 0^. Suppose that S^,Sg,...,Sr are also Sylow p- 

subgroups of G. Consider the conjugates of Sj,So,...,S by the elements 

of Sq. By the second Sylow Theorem, SQ is not contained in Nq(S.), i=l,2, 

...,r. SqDN^(S^) is a subgroup of Sq. Hence SqHNq(S^) has an order which 

is a power of p. The number of distinct conjugates of Si under conjugation 

by elements of SQ is [SqzSqON^sP"], By Lagrange’s theorem, [Sq^PIN^/S.^] 

is a power of p. Therefore rDpei+pe2+..,+per=kp, and there are (l+kp)

Sylow p-subgroups in G. Q.E.D.
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Ill SOLVABLE GROUPS

As it is usually formulated, the solvability property deals

with series of subgroups of a given group: that is, with patterns of

the form G’KJ-^G,^3 G^^G^^. • •—G , where G. . , , „ _ „0-1- 2-3- - n’ i+I is a subgroup of Gi for

every i,i=0,l,2,...,n. There are several kinds of series which have

been found to be useful in explaining the structure of groups. For

example, if G^+^ is a normal subgroup of G. (written G.^ G^) for

i+l,2,3» •. >»n, then the series is subinvariant. If G.iG.^G,,.. and---------------- -l— o— i+l
G G. implies that G. G. or G.=G.,,, then G.,. is a maximal normal 0 1 6 i 0 i+l i+I -----------
subgroup of G . A subinvariant series in which the maximal condition 

holds is called a composition series. (This terminology, while standard 

in recent texts, varies in older references.)

If for every i=l,2,3.........n, G^Gq, the series is called invariant

or normal. If the conditions that G*3 GQ and G.^G^+G^together imply

that G.=G. or G-=G.,,, then the normal series is a chief series, oi 0 i+l
Theorem 3•1:In a composition series the factor groups G^/G.+^ are

simple (they contain no proper normal subgroups).

Proof: Suppose that G^/G^+^ contains a proper normal subgroup .

Consider the endomorphism a:H-*H^. By definition of a, HctL . Let t and

h be members of G^ and H respectively such that ast-H^ and a:h-»-hp 
-1 -1 -1Then out ht->t^ h^t^e . Hence t ht« H and H is normal. Since 

is properly contained in G^G^ and a is an onto mapping, H is 

properly contained in G^. Hence G^SPG^. Since this contradicts the 

maximal property, G^/G^+^ cannot contain a proper normal subgroup.Q.E.D.
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-1 -1Let x and y be elements of Gq. The elements of the form (x y xy) 

are called the commutators of Gq. The group generated by the commutators 

of Gq is called G', the derived group of GQ. The series Gq^G'=G"^. . .^G^ 
G^i+i)=>.. .=G^n) where G^i+1^ is the derived SrouP of G^, i=l ,2,3, ... ,n-l, 

is the series of derived groups of Gq. Notations using primes, as G*, will 

be reserved for derived groups.

Theorem 3«2:G' is normal in G.

Proof; Let s be an element of G' and t be an element of G. Then t st=
""1 "“1 — 1 —‘I “1 1(ss )(t st)=s(s xt st) . Since seG, (s Lt st) is a commutator in G

/ -1 -1and hence a member of G'. By closure, s(s t st) is a member of G’, asd 
is t ^st. Q.E.D. Notice that this result can be extended by induction to 

show that G^X^G. Assume that, for seG^ and teG, (t ^st)e-G^^ where Pk4!.

Since s G^+^ for every k+lsi, (ss ^)(t ^st)=s(s ^t ^st) G^+^ . By

■ (i) ;S • ,
induction, Gk '<G.

Theorem 3»3'-G/G' is Abelian. If K is a normal subgroup of G such that G/k 

is Abelian, K contains G’.

Proof {consider a:G G/G'. If a:x-*u and a:y->v, then a: (x"’y1xy)-*(u~ v uv), 

but (x ^y ^xy)eG'. Hence a:(x ^y ^xy)-*e. For all u and v of G/G', u ^v '’'uv=e, 

or uv=vu.

Consider 0:G-*G/K. Suppose (3:x-*u and (3sy-*-v. Then |3:x y xy—*

“1 “"1 1 u xv uv. Since G/k is Abelian, uv=vu for all u and v. Therefore u v"uv=e,

*“1 -1 "*1 ”1and (3: x y xy-r-e. All commutators (x y xy) are contained in K. Hence 

K contains g'. Q.E.D.

Definition 1.1:In a group G of order g, a p-complement is a subgroup S^
6whose index p is the highest power of p dividing g.

S' cannot, by Lagrange's theorem, contain any element whose order
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is a power of p . Hence, if S is a Sylow p -subgroup of Gn, S' CIS =fe).
P1 . 1 0 pi pi

1 II >If Gq is of order (p^lp^p^-• .p^11)» Sp is of order (p|^p|3...p®a ) and

S is of order p®l. Choose any s. in S' and t,in S . Form the product 
pi 1 Pj 1 p

1 - j
s^tp If two such products are equal, that is, if s^tpSgt?, then s? 3^=

”1 7 —I ~1• Since S^ DS^ -[ej, s^=e and tgt^ =e. Hence s^s^and t^-t^. By

performing the products s^t^, (p^lp|2p^3«•-P^n) elements are formed. Since 

every element of GQ is of the form s^tp S^US^ =GQ, Whenever two subgroups 

A and B of GQ satisfy the conditions ADBand AUB=Gq, Gq is said to be 

the direct product of A and B (written AXB=BXA=Gq), Obviously, S^ XS^=GQ.

This direct product is very useful throughout group theory. It has

this interesting property: if AXB=Gq and c is a member of GQ, then 

*”1(c 1Ac)X(c Bc)=Gq, Suppose apa2 are memBers of A and bpb? are members
— 1 —j j

of B. If c ■ a^c=c ib^c then a^=b^. Since AnB={ej, a^=b^=e and (c_1Ac)n 

(c ^Bc)=[e}, If (c ^a^c)(c ^b^c)=(c ^a2c)(c ^b|c) then a^b^-a^b^ and 

a^ a|=l321:’l * Since AflB={e], a^ a^= e and bgb^ = e , Then 30(5 b^b?,

(c"1Ac)X(c'1Bc)=G0.

Most texts derive the following definition of solvability as a 

theorem. This development will be equivalent.

Definition 3«2:If a group G of order g contains a p-complement for 

every prime p dividing g, then G is solvable.

Lemma 3. Is If G^fPK, then [g:K]=[G:H JHsK],

Proof:Write G in terms of left cosets of H, and write H in terms of

left cosets of K. Then

G=He + Hx2+Hx3 +...+Hxr, r=[G:H~j 
H=Ke + Ky2+Ky3 +...+Kys, s=[H:K]
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Now consider the cosets Kyyc, i=l,2,3.........r, and j=l,2,3, • .. ,s.

Let k. and k? be members of K. Suppose k.y.x.=koy. x. . Then k.y.
1 *1 Z J2 12 1 J1

and k?y. , being members of H, belong to the same coset of G with 
J2

respect to H, and x. =x . Similarly, k.and ko are members of K and 
X1 x2 12

y. =y. . Hence there are rs distinct cosets of the form Ky .x.. These 
J1 J2 J 1

cosets exhaust G. Therefore [GsK"]=rs= CG;HlH:K]. Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.2irAUB;B~] = [A: AflB J if A and B are subgroups of a group G.

Proof: Suppose ^AUB:BJ<[A:AflB”|. Write A in terms of left cosets of

ADB. A=(AnB) + (ADB)x2 + (ADB)x^ +...+ (A{^B)xr, Then the cosets Be,

Bx?, Bx_, ..., Bx are not all distinct in AUB, i.e., b,x.=bQx. or

x =(b. :''b?)x.. Since x. and x. are members of A, x.xl=b„ is a member of 
1 1 J 1 J 1 J J

A and hence of AflB. Then x^ is a member of (AflB)x. contrary to supposition.

By contradiction, the cosets Be, Bx^, Bxq......... Bx^ are distinct in

AUB and [AUBsB] = [AzADB],

Lemma 3.3*If ^AUBsB^J and ^AUBzA^j are finite and relatively prime, then 

[AUBzB] = [AzAOB] and [aUBzA] = [BsAUB]. By lemma 3.1, [AUBsAHB>

[AUBzA JAsAAB] = [AUBzBjBsAnBj. By lemma 3.2, [AUBzB] = [AUBzA] .Since 

£aUBsA~] and ^AUBzB-] are relatively prime, ^AUBzB'jl^AsAHB"]. Therefore 

[auBjB"] = [AzAGB]. Similarly, [AUBzA-] = ^BzAflB"]. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.^-sIf G, a solvable group of order mn, (m,n)=l, contains a

normal subgroup H, then G contains at least one subgroup of order m.
6 6 6 6Proofz G is of order g=p^l p^2 p^3 • •• Pnn. Since m and n are relatively 

6 6 6 6prime, m=p,i p . j p.k ... p-,1. Form the p.,po,p~,...,p complements S' , 
i j k i l z j n

S’ , ...,S’ . Consider S’ and S’ .S’ contains a Sylow pi-subgroup.
^2 ^n -^1 $2 &2

Hence S' U S' =G. By lemma 3.1, [GzS' PIS' "J = [GzS' ][s' :S’ D S' ].
P1 P2 P1 P1
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By lemma 3.3, fatS’ ] = ' :S* n S’ ] = p®2. Recall that
prrP1 P1

Hence fGsS’n S’ 3 =p 1 p 2. In the same way, form fl /. . T . S’ =D. 
h P1 PZ e e ......... 1 P»

D is a subgroup.of index p®l p®2 ... ppj-1 p®||l...pn, and therefore 

of order m. Q.E.D.

This is an extension of the first Sylow Theorem in solvable 

groups. While the hypothesis that G contains a normal subgroup is not 

necessary for this theorem, it is a necessary requirement for the remaining 

Sylow Theorems to be extended. I cite them without proofj

(2) Any two subgroups of order m are conjugate.

(3) Any subgroup whose order m’ divides m is contained in a subgroup 

of order m.

(4) The number h^ of subgroups of order m may be expressed as a product 

of factors, each of which (a) is congruent to 1 modulo some prime factor 

of m, and (b) is a power of a prime and divides one of the chief factors 

of G.

Theorem 3.5sThe factor groups of a solvable group are solvable.

Proof; Let S^ be a Sylow p-subgroup of Gg. Let S^ be the p-complement 

in Gg. If H is a normal subgroup of G, consider the endomorphism asG^Gg/H. 

Let Tp and T^ be the images of S^ and S’ respectively under a. Since S^XS^= 

Gg, any element of Gg can be expressed as the product s^t^ of an element

of Sp and an element t^ of S^. Remember that a:s^-»-u^, a member of

Tp and ast^-*-v^, a member of T^. Since endomorph!sms are onto mappings,

any element of Gg/H can be expressed as a product (spp* Hence

T UT’= Gn/H. All elements of T have order 0 or an order which is a multiple p p O' p *
of p, since S is of order a multiple of p. T’ can contain no element whose 

3? 1?
order is a multiple of p. Hence Tpf)T’ = {e} , and T^XT^^g/H. A Sylow
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p-subgroup of Gq/H must be the image of a Sylow p-subgroup of G^/H.

Then is a p-complement and Gq/h is solvable. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.6;Any subgroup H of a solvable group G is itself solvable.

Proof; If H is an improper subgroup, it is trivially solvable. If H is 

a proper subgroup, its order is a multiple of some prime Pp By the first
-p

Sylow Theorem, H contains a Sylow p.-subgroup T of order p., and this 
1 P| 1

is, in turn, contained in a Sylow p-subgroup S of G of orcer pe, f 
1 Pi

being less than or equal to e. If H is of order a power of Ppthen H

is a ppgroup and is therefore solvable. If H is not of order a power

of pp its order is a multiple of some prime P2A>p and H contains an

element y which is a member of a Sylow pp-subgroup (T ) of G. Now, z Pj, z
(S’ D S’ )=D. is of index p^l p®2 in G. Hence D cannot contain an 

p^ P2 1 1 2
element whose order is a power of p^ or Pp Then D^n(S^ )2= e . Since

D.U(S )o contains no elements which have an order which is a power of 
1 P2 2

Pp it is also a p^-complement, call it (S’ )2> (S’ )9 contains a

Sylow p9-subgroup in H and hence [H:(S^ )2nH] is not a multiple of pp

If there is another distinct prime p_ dividing the order of H, S’
J p3

is a p„-complement. Form D- ^(S’ ) _DS ’ of index p92 p~3 in G.
> -Pg p3 *

As above, find (S^ )such that EHs(S^ is a multiple neither of

p9 nor of p„. Continue to form (S’ ). such that [H:(S' ).nH"l is not 
2 J P| J. Pj 1

a multiple of any prime dividing H except p.. Since (S’ ). HH contains
- < 1 ’ P1 1

no element whose order is a power of Pp ((S^ ) ^flH) is the ppcomplement 

in H, and H is solvable. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3»7sIT GQ is a solvable group and the following is a composition 

series from GQ to unity, G^G^=G^.. .^Gn= e, then (G^/G^), i=l ,2,3,... ,n

are cyclic and of prime order.
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Proof:Suppose that G^/G^+^ is of composite order. Let p^ and p2 (P^ being

less than p^) "be two distinct primes dividing its order. By the third/

Sylow Theorem there are (l+kp2) Sylow p2-subgroups in Gj/Gi+p and

(l+kp2) Pj. Since p2 p^, k=0 and there is exactly one Sylow p2~

subgroup S . By the second Sylow Theorem, S is normal in G./G . .
P2 P2 ‘ 1 1+1

But that contradicts Theorem 3.1. Gj/G^ is not of composite order, i.e. 
f

its order is a power p^l of a prime p^. By the first Sylow Theorem there 

is in G^/G^^ is simple, f^-l=0 or f^^l* G^/G^^ is of prime order p^ and 

hence is cyclic. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3*8:If Gq is solvable, its derived series terminates in the 

identity.

Proof: Consider the composition series G_pG/3S =>.. ,^G - e . Since

Gq/G^ is cyclic, it is Abelian and by Theorem 3.2 G^i/ Since G^G’,

every element of G! is contained in Gi. Then G^GJ G'.'. In like manner,1 1“" 1
G^G”', G,.=G^I'\ ... ,G =G^n^= e . Hence G^ = e ' Q,E,D- 
J— H’— n—

Theorem 3*8 is the standard definition of solvability.

Theorem 3.9:The following two properties together are equivalent to 

solvability.

(1) G has a finite normal series
G=A„ A. Ao =>...=>A = e0-1-2— - s
such that is Abelian for i=l,2,...,s-l.
(2) G has a finite subinvariant series 
G=Bq 2 Bj 3 B2 2 ... □ Bt = e
such that B^/B.^ is Abelian for i=0,l,2,...,t-l.

(r)Proof sG^Gbj..,^GV '= e is the derived series of the solvable group G. 
Since G^^ is normally contained in G, the derived series is a normal 

series, and by Theorem 3.3, G^/G^+^is Abelian for i=0,1,2,... ,r-i. 

Then property (l) holds and, since all normal series are subinvariant,
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■Since G/B^ is given to be Abelian, B^’ by Theorem 3.3.

In like manner with theorem 3.8, B^G",... ,B and. G^= e .

G is solvable. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.10:If the factor groups in a composition series from GQ

to e are cyclic and of prime order, Gq is solvable.

Proof: Since Gq/G^ is cyclic, it is Abelian, and by Theorem 3«3»

G,=G*. In like manner with Theorem 3»8, G G",6.=G^i\ e - G 
1- 2- ®i— n- ’

and Gq is solvable. Q.E.D.

It may seem strange to name the property of containing p-complements 

solvability. The following results, stated without proof, give some 

explanation. A thorough study of Galois theory will show that solvability 

of a group can imply solvability of an equation Over a given field.

Theorem 3»ItsBet Gq be any group of order g and let C be a class of 

h conjugate elements. The number of solutions of the equation xn=c, 

where c ranges over G is a multiple of (hn,g).

Theorem 3«12:If G is a solvable group of order g and if n is a divisor 

of g such that the equationj.xn=l, has exactly n solutions, then these 

solutions form a normal subgroup in G.
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IV SUPERSOLVABILITY, NILPOTENCE

Let G=Aq - ^2- ” ’ — &n~ e a finite normal series from

a group G to the identity. If the factor group A./A1 is cyclic 

for all integers i, i=l,2,3,...,n-l, then G is supersolvable. If 

every factor group A^A^ is contained in the center of A()/Ai_1, 

then G is nilpotent, In either case, Ai/Ai_1 is Abelian for i=l,2,3,...,
.(n)n-1. Hence A = e n GK“/, and G is solvable.

In connection with nilpotence, it is useful to consider all

series G=B^ => Br+£ = e such that B^/B^^ is in "the

center of G/B^+^, i=l,2,3,...,r. These are the central series of G.

Construct a particular central series ZQ= e $ Z^(G) 5 Z2(G) — • • •- Zj/G)

Zi+1(G) 5..., choosing Z^G) such that zi+j(G)/zi(G) is identical

with*the center of G/z.(G). Since B . ./B . is a subset of the
' i' ' r+i-r r+2-i

center of ls reasonaBle i° suppose that Z^(G) 5 Br+.| for

Br+l-i a memBer °f central series of G. This can surely be proven. 

The series Z^(G) is called the upper central series of G.

The commutator (x^x^) is defined to be (x~ x^x^x^). It is 

convenient to define "higher order" commutators recursively: that is, 

let (xpx2,x^, ...,xn_1,xn)=((x1,x2,x^, ...,xn_i) ,xn) . Now consider the 

series of subgroups G=y1(G)=y2(G)^Y3(G)^. .., where Yr(G)= ,x?,...,xn) 

i.e., Yk(G) is the group generated by all commutators of length k in 

G. Since (x^ ,x^,Xy ... ,x^)=( (xpXg) ,x^,... ,x^) by the recursive 

definition, yr_^(G)$Yr(G). To demonstrate that the y^(g) form a 

central series, it is asserted that Yr+|(G)=(yr(G),G) where the complex
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(Yk(G),G) is the group generated by all commutators whose first 

element is any member of yk(G) and whose second element is any member

of G. Since (xpX^......... ’*2**3.......................................xk+l is

a member of G, Yk+|(G)c(Yr(G),G). To prove the opposite inclusion, 

consider the general identity for commutators (xy,z)=([y~1(x,z)y’|(y,z)) = 

(x,z)(x,z,y)(y,z). (it can be proven by direct calculation.) Let

x'(xrx2......... xk)- y=(xi.x2iX3..........xk)"1- Given that Yk+/G) =

(Yr(G).G), it can be shown that Yk+^(G)/yk(G) is in the center of 

G/yr(G). Consider this "intuitive" argument: Yr^gMYr/G),G) implies 

that e ■ (Yk(G)/Yk+1(G),G/yfcFl(G)). Then every element of Yr(G)/Yr1.1

commutes with every element of G/yr^G) and is therefore in the 

center of G/Yr^G). Naturally the more rigorous consideration of the 

endomorphisms involved would be needed to establish this result.

Consider again the central series G=B^ B^ B^>...=> B^. Assume 

that B.^CG). Since B^/B^+^ is in the center of G/B^+j, it is reasonable 

to suppose that (B^G^B^. Then Yi+1(G) = (Y±(G),G)c(Bi,G)=Bi+1. By 

induction, Yn(G)^3n for all n. Hence y^(G) is called the lower central 

series of G.

Both upper and lower central series must have the same finite

length. Consider the series Z.(G) beginning at Z (G)=G. The series 1 s
Zi(G) must terminate in the identity in a finite number , s, of steps. 

Since Z^(G)^y^(G) for every i, y^(G) terminates in the identity in r, 

not more than s, steps. Beginning with Yr(G)= e , the series Yj/G) must 

terminate in G in a finite number of steps. Since y^(G)5Z^(G), s is not 

more than r. Hence r=s. In a nilpotent group, the upper and lower central
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have the same finite length c. The group G is said to "have nil-c."

The number c is called the class of the nilpotent group. If G has 

class 1, it is obviously Abelian.

Recall that a cyclic group GQ has one generator. All elements of 

GQ can be expressed as products of the generator with itself. Consider 

a complex A of elements in any group G. If an arbitrary element ofG 

can be expressed as a product of elements in A, but no member of A can 

be expressed as the product of the other members of A, then A is 

called a basis of G. A group is finitely generated if its basis contains 

a finite number of elements. It can be shown that a finitely generated 

nilpotent group is also supersolvable.

Let ... ,H^,,.., be subgroups of G. If every ascending

chain of distinct subgroups H^.. .5 H.c,.. is necessarily of finite 

length, then G satisfies the maximal condition. Finitely generated 

nilpotent groups satisfy the maximal condition. It is obvious that any 

finite group must satisfy the maximal condition. Eventually its elements 

must be exhausted! A group of non-finite order could be finitely 

generated. Nilpotence will probably be a useful tool in investigating 

groups of non-finite order.

Theorem ^,l:If G has nil-c, then every subgroup and factor group of 

G has nil-c.

Proof s If H is a subgroup of G, every commutator of H is contained in 

G. The lower central series of H must be contained, term by term, in 

the lower central series of G. Then H has nil-c. If T is an endomorphic 

image of G, every commutator (t^ ,t?,... ,tc+^) is the ima&e of a
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commutator (x^jX^.........xc+|)= e since Yc(G)« e . Hence T has nil-c. Q.E.D.

The following result should he noticed: If H and K are normal 

subgroups of G having nil-c and nil-d respectively, then HUK has 

nil-(c+d). Proof is, again, by consideration of the lower central 

series. Perhaps it is not superfluous to note that the property of 

having nil-c is not precisely dependent on c. A group having nil-c 

also has nil-(c+l), nil-(c+2), etc.

Theorem 4,2: Every maximal subgroup of a nilpotent group is normal, 

is of prime index, and contains the derived, group.

Proof:Let HQ be any subgroup of G. Form the series • •

such that H. is the normalizer of H. . in G. Hn contains Z. (G) = e .

Assume contains Z^(G). Let be a member of Z^+^(G), and let g
-1 -1 -1be a member of G. By definition, zi+1g zi+1g=zi Z^G). Taking g”=h. H ,

«* <iihizi+i=zihi Hi' 2i+i(G)£Hi.ti- Henoe

Z (G) =GcH . H =G. c —• c c

If M is a maximal subgroup of G, then there is no proper subgroup 

of G containing M except M itself. Remember the series of normalizers 

H0^ S KgS* ■• Since it terminates in G, the containments involved 

must all be proper. Then Ng(m) =G, and M is normal in G. Then G/M 

can contain no proper subgroup, and it must be cyclic and. of prime 

order (as in Theorem 3.1, page 20). Then M is of prime index. Since 

G/M is cyclic, it is Abelian, and M =>G* (Theorem 3»3» page 2l).

Theorem ^-,3:Finite p-groups are nilpotent.

Proof; Decompose the p-group P into complete conjugate classes G^.Cg,,.., 

Gn containing cpc2»,,,«cn elements respectively. The summation /^c^ 

is equal to the order of P. Since the identity forms a class by itself,
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at least one of the is unity. Since each c^ divides the order of

P, at least (p-l) of the c^ besides that corresponding to the identity 

must be unity! If cR=l, the element of Gk is in the center of P. Then 

z2(p) is not the identity alone, and the upper central series must 

terminate in P, Hence P is nilpotent. Q.E.D.

It can further be demonstrated that a finite group is nilpotent 

if and only if it is the direct product of its Sylow p-subgroups.

The preceding material is almost wholly concerned with nilpotence.

The extra criterion of finite generation implies supersolvability. By 

this time it must be clear that subgroups and factor groups of super- 

solvable groups are supersolvable.

It seems desirable to state one other result concerning supersolvability. 

Its proof depends on a refinement theorem whose derivation is most 

elegantly given by lattice theory. Let it suffice to note that a 

chain is a simply ordered set.

Theorem ^-.4: In a finite supersolvable group G, all maximal chains of

subgroups have the same length, this being the number r if G is of

order p^p^,..p^, the p^ being primes, but not necessarily distinct.

CorollarysEvery maximal subgroup of a finite supersolvable group is

of prime index.
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V P-GROUPS

A beginning course in group theory might well terminate with 

nilpotence and supersolvability. It has not yet been necessary to 

investigate even one example of a group. Modern group theory is much 

more concerned with the logical status of the group postulates than 

it is with any groups in themselves.

Even in considering special types of group, the group theorist

is seldom interested in the "dirty" details of group multiplication 

tables. More often the investigation consists in adding a "fifth

postulate" and condinuing much as before. For example, in Abelian 

groups the commutative property is postulated by the definition.

Permutation groups are an exception to this rule. Since every group

is isomorphic to a group of permutations of its own elements, permu

tation groups can best be regarded as a special means of representing 

groups. A p-group is defined by the postulate that its order is a power

of a prime number.

P-groups were first encountered in the Sylow theorems. If a 

group P is of order pn, there is at least one subgroup of order pn , 

and all such subgroups are normal (by Sylow i). For every m such that 

l=m n, there is at least one subgroup H of order pm, and H is contained 

normally in at least one subgroup of order pm+^. Hence Np(H) properly 

contains H.

Decompose P into complete conjugate classes containing

c^,c^,...,c^_ members respectively. Recall that for every i=l,2......... ..

c^ pn, and c^=i (corresponding to the identity). Then at least (p-l)
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others of the must he unity. Each 0^=1 corresponds to a member of 

the center of P. Hence Z(P) is of order at least p. At this point it 

is convenient to notice that, since Z(P)^ e , the upper central series 

of P will terminate in P itself. Hence P is nilpotent ( and therefore 

solvable). Since P is finite, it must be finitely generated. Hence it 

is supersolvable! William Burnside has given the best description of the 

generation of a p-group in the Burnside Basis Theorem:

Theorem Bet D be the intersection of the maximal subgroups of

a p-group P. The factor group P/D=A is an elementary Abelian group. If

A is of order pr, then every set of elements z^z,,,...^ which generates

P contains a subset of r elements x^,x2>...,xr which generate P. In

the mapping P-*A, the elements x^,x?,,.,,x^ are mapped onto a basis

a^,a^,...,ar of A. Conversely, any set of r elements of P which, in

P A is mapped onto a set of generators of A, will generate P.

Proof:Since every maximal subgroup IL is normal in P, so also must

their intersection, D, be normal in P. P/lL is of order p and is

therefore cyclic and hence Abelian. By theorem 3«3» M.=G* for every

i=l,2.........n. Then D=6_^IB3 G*. Let x^ and x? be any elements of P

mapping onto elements a^ and a? in the endomorphism P-*P/D=A. Since 

-1-1 '"I *1(x” x” x1x?)€G’ CD, x” x? x^Xg—>e=a^ a2 a^a^, and a^a^a^. A is

Abelian. Remember that P/lL is cyclic and of order p. If b^P and b-»-c

in the endomorphism P-*P/lL , b^->-e, and b^elL for every beP. Each IL and 

"bhtherefore D, the intersection of all the must contain the p power 

of every element of P. Then for any a P/D, a-P=e. P is therefore an 

elementary Abelian group. By "elementary Abelian" is meant that a group 

of order pr is the direct product of r subgroups of order p.
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Suppose that x^,x^,..., xe generate P (i.e., P consists of all 
© G 6the products of the form x^l x^.. ,xss where e^ may take on any arbitrary

integral value). In the endomorphism P p/d suppose x^ K, i=l,2,...,s.

Then A=p/d is generated by the K. By deleting all e and all 

© © ©which can be formed as products b^l b?2...b^i, form a subset of the

K consisting of a^,a^,... ,a_^, r being less than or equal to s. By

definition the a^ form a basis of A. Let x^,x^,,., ,x_^ be mapped onto

apag,... ,ar in P A. Let H be the subgroup generated by x^ ,x^,... .x^ .

If H<= P, H 5 M ., and in the endomorphism P->P/D, H-+-Q 5 M .ZD <= p/l).
1 I

Then a^,a^,... ,a^ cannot generate A=P/n. By contradiction, H$^ P. H=P.

Q, E. D ■

In the preceding proof, D is called the Frattini subgroup of P 

or the group of non-generators of P.

Consider a p-group having nil-c where c is less than p. Recall 

that the lower central series ^(P) is formed by taking y^(P) equal to 

P and Yi(P) = (a^,a^,...,a.p . Since the lower central series terminates 

in c steps, every commutator of length c or greater must be the identity. 

This suggests a convenient method of writing any product form (a^a^.-.a^)51 

Notice that Yi+l^ai+i^a” ajpa^^a^apfa^'a.^). Any two 

elements in a product form may be "commuted" (permuted) by introduction 

of a commutator (a^a^). Using parentheses to indicate the number of 

times a given element as occurred in a product form, write (a^a?...a^)n= 

ai(l)a2(l)...ar(l)at(2)a2(2)...ar(2)...ar(n). By recursively introducing 

commutators, a^(2) may be moved to the position immediately to the right 

of a^(l). Similarly, all the a^(j) may be collected at the beginning of 

the product form. Then (a^a^.. .a^n^a^a^.. .a^R^R^,.. .R^., where the R^ are
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the commutators introduced in this process.

In the same way, any of the commutators IL could he collected 

to the right of a^ in the product. However, it is necessary to devise 

some orderly scheme for the collection. Ordinarily, a numerical "weight”

is assigned to each commutator and the terms are collected in order of

increasing weight. Terms of equal weight may he ordered hy an arbitrary

rule. For the present it should he sufficient to collect terms in order

of increasing length of the commutator symbol. If the original ai were

commutators of weight one, the two methods of collection would, he the

same. After collecting the commutators of length less than or equal to

p, the uncollected. 3L must he unity, and the product form becomes

(a,a_...a )n=a?a”...anc®l c®2...c®k where the c. are commutators on the
K12r l2 rl2 k j
a^. By detailed consideration of the collecting process, it can he

shown that the e. are of the form h.(?)+b_(”)+..,+h (2), where m is 
i 11 2 2 mm

the weight of the given commutator. Since n is a factor of each term 

in the expression for e^, conclude the following theorem:

Theorem 5«2;If P is a p-group of class less than p, then with n=pa 

(a^a2.. .ap^a^a^.. .a^S^S^.. .s“ where SpSg,., ..S^ belong to the 

commutator subgroup generated hy a^,a2»...,ar«

A p-group is regular if for any two elements a and b of P 

(ah)n=anhnS^...S? where n=pa and S. are members of the derived group 

of P. By the preceding theorem, any p-group of class less than p is 

regular. Since a p-group of order less than or equal to p^ could have 

at most p terms in its lower central series, it must also he regular. 

Theorem 5.3»In a regular p-group with n=ptt, anhn=(ah)nS^=(abS2)n with 

S^ and S2 in the derived group H*(a,b) of the group H(a,h) generated
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by a and b.

Proof:The theorem is trivial for Abelian groups and for the group 

of order one. Since proof is to be by induction on the order of the 

group, assume the theorem true in all subgroups of H(a,b). Since H(a,b) 

is solvable, its derived group H’(a,b) is a proper subgroup of H(a,b). 

Since (ab)n=anbnS*...s", anbn=(ab)nS^...S"1. If H is not Abelian, H' 

and the product (ab) generate a proper subgroup of H. By induction, 

anbn=(ab)nS~n...S~n=(ab)nSn=(abS2)n. Applying the theorem r-1 times 

implies that a^a”.. .a^Ka^a^.. .ar)nS^=(a^a2.. .a^S^)11. Q.E.D.

Conversely, suppose that for any members a and b of a p-group, 

a^b^=(ab)^S^ where S is in the derived group of the group generated 

by a and b. Then the p-group is regular.

The importance of p-groups is underlined by the Sylow theorems.

Every group contains one or more p-subgroups. There are, in addition,

some individual p-groups of particular interest: for example, the 
2n 1 2 pn—2 4

quaternion group (defining relations: a =e,D =& , ba=a d) or
2 -1the dihedral group(a =e,b =e,ba=a b).
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VI Galois Theory

Group theory originated historically as the study of automorphisms 

of sets. Galois theory is the study of automorphisms of particular sets 

called fields. It may he helpful to recall a few ofthe basic definitions 

of field theory.

Definition 6.1: A field is a set F of elements such that under two 

uniquely defined binary operations (+ and’): (i) F is an Abelian group 

under + with identity 0, (ii) the elements not 0 form an Abelian group 

under •, (iii) for any a,b,c, of F, a*(b+c) = (a*b) + (a’c). Any subset of 

F which also satisfies these postulates is called a subfield of F, and

F is an extension of each of its subfields.

Like group theory, field theory explores the structure of a set.

There are two basic approaches, the concrete and the abstract. The

concrete scheme postulates a field K with a subfield F. Choosing an

element u in K, the concrete approach describes F(u), the subfield of

K generated by all polynomials in u with coefficients in F. The abstract

approach postulates a field F and a polynomial equation p(x)=0 with

coefficients in F. F is extended by adjoining roots of p(x) to F.
1 mAn expression of the form F(x)= a^ + a^x + ...+ a^x with 

coefficients a^ in some integral domain D is called a polynomial form 

in an indeterminate x over D. The symbol f(x) is, of course, functional 

notation. A function f of a variable x on D is a rule assigning to each 

element x of D a "value” f(x), also in D. Every polynomial form describes 

a polynomial function, and each polynomial function is described by

at least one such form. Over an infinite domain there is no distinction
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between polynomial form and polynomial function.

Definition 6.2;An extension N of F is a root field of a polynomial 

f(x) of degree n=l with coefficients in F if : (i) f(x) can be factored 

into linear factors f(x)=c(x-up(x-u2)...(x-un) in N, and (ii) N is 

generated over F by the roots of f(x), as N=F(u^,u?,...,un). (The 

word generated is used in complete analogy to its use in group theory.)

A polynomial f(x) of degree n is separable over a field F if it 

has n distinct roots in some root field N=F. Otherwise, it is inseparable

A finite extension K=F is called separable over F if every element in 

K satisfies over F a separable polynomial equation.

An element c of a field K is algebraic over a subfield F if it 

is a root of apolynomial equation with coefficients in F. Otherwise, c

is transcendental over F.

Definition 6.3sA vector space V over a field F is a set of elements, 

called vectors, such that any two vectors a and 3 determine a unique 

vector (od-g) as sum, and that any vector a of V and any scalar c of 

F determine a unique product ca with properties: (l) V is an Abelian 

group under addition, (2) c(a+3)* ca+cg and (c+c’)a=ca+c’a, (3) (cc')a= 

c(c’a) ,ta=a.

Disregarding multiplication of two elements of a field F(u), an

extension of F, it can be verifiedadirectly that F(u) is a vector space

over F, If u satisfies a polynomial equation of degree n over F, the 
2 n-1elements l,u,u , ...,u ~ may be chosen as a basis for F(u). The

dimension of the vector space F(u) over F is called the degree of the 

extension, and written Qf(u):F].

Theorem 6.1: All automorphisms of a field form a group.
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Proof:Let S and T be any two automorphisms of a field. K. Then if a and 

b are elements of K, (a+b)[ST>[(a+b)S>=[aS+bS]r<aS3lH-[bS]r=a(ST)+b(ST) 

and similarly (ab)(ST) = (a[^ST3)(b[ST]) . The automorphisms of a field 

form a complex H in the group of all one-one mappings of K onto itsdlf. 

Since H is closed under multiplication (successive mappings), H is a 

group. Q.E.D.

Definition 6,^-:If N=F(,u2,...,un) is the root field, of a polynomial 

f(x)=(x-u^)(x-u2)...(x-un), then the automorphism group of N over F is 

the Galois group of the equation f(x)=0, or as the Galois group of N 

over F.

Let T be an element of the Galois group of the polynomial 
2 np(x) = aQ+a^x+a^x r...+anx . Let c be any root of p(x). Since T leaves 

2 neach element of F invariant, (aQ+a^c+a^c +...+anc )T=ag+a^(cT)+
2 na2(cT) +...+an(cT) =0, T maps any root of p(x) onto another root of 

p(x). Since T is a one-one mapping of K, it must map distinct roots 

of p(x) onto distinct roots of p(x), producing a permutation of the 

roots of p(x),

Every element q of the root field K can be expressed as a

"summation of polynomials" in the n roots of p(x), with coefficients in
2 3 n 1 2 n

F. That is, <l=sa^iul','ai 2ui+al3ui’1-*.•+a|nu^+a2|u2+a22U2+’’,+a2nU2+* *,+ 

annUn* ^^nce ^as no effect on a^y the automorphism q qT is determined 

by the effect of T on u^,u2>...,un> It is to be concluded that;

Theorem 6.2: If f(x) be any polynomial of degree n over F which has 

n distinct roots in N=F(u^,u2,...,un), then each automorphism T of 

the Galois group G of f(x) determines a permutation of the roots of 

f(x), and, conversely, the automorphism T is completely determined by
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this permutation.

(This result bears striking resemblance to Cayley’s theorem 

stating that any group is isomorphic to a permutation group of its 

own elements.)

Theorem 6.3sAny two roots fields N and N’ of a given polynomial p(x) 

over a field F are isomorphic. The isomorphism may be chosen to leave

F invariant.

Proof is by induction on the degree of the extension, m=fN:F^.

Let S be an isomorphism between two fields, F and F’, such that S 

maps a given irreducible polynomial p(x) with coefficients in F onto 

an irreducible polynomial p*(x) with coefficients in F’. Let N be the 

root field of p(x) over F and let F’ be the root field of p’(x) over 

F’. If m^NsF^l, N and F are identical and the theorem is trivial.

Assume the theorem true for all m such that l<m<k. Since m>l, there 

is at least one root u of p(x) not contained in F. Then there is an 

irreducible factor p^(x) of p(x) having u as a root. Then S:p^(x)—>p|(x) 

where p^(x) is an irreducible factor of p'(x) with at least one root 

u’ not a member of F’. Define S* such that for any a an element of F, 

aS*=aS, and uS*=u’. Then S* is an isomorphism between F(u) and F’(u’)

( by the preceding theorem). Then N may be regarded as an extension of 

F(u). [NsF(u)J [N:F^. Q.E.D.

If, in the preceding proof, p^(x) were of degree d, pj(x) would 

also be of degree d. There would be d distinct choices for u’ and therefore 

d choices for S*. Suppose that, for any extension of degree less than 

m=£N:F3, the number of automorphisms of the extension leaving F invariant 

is the degree of F in the extension. Then there are (m/d)=£N:F(u)"]



automorphisms of F(u) over F. Then the Galois group must contain

d(m/d)=m elements. This suggests an interesting ( and provable) analogy 

to Lagrange’s theorem. If K,L, and M are three fields such that 

[KsMXKsLJLiH],

Theorem 6.4: In a root field N=F of a separable polynomial, the

elements left invariant by every automorphism of the Galois group of 

N over F are exactly the elements of F.

Proof:Suppose u is an element of N not contained, in F. If u is an element 

of order d f, left invariant by every automorphism of the Galois group 

G? of N over F, then d^N:F(u)3:=CN:Fj. The Galois group G^ of over F(u) 

contains fNsF(u)J elements. Since [N:F(u)] [NsF"], G?=G^. Let T be an 

automorphism of G^ not contained in G^. Since T leaves u invariant, it 

must leave each element of F(u) invariant.(Then G^ cannot be the full 

Galois group of N over F(u). By contradiction, u cannot be invariant. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 6.5; Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory;If G is the Galois 

group for the root field N of a separable polynomial f(x) over F, 

then there is a one-one correspondence H K between the subgroups

H of G and those subfields K of N which contain F. If K is given,

the corresponding subgroup H=H(k) consists of all automorphisms in G 

which leave each element of K fixed; if H is given, the corresponding 

subfield. K=K(H) consists of all elements in N left invariant by every 

automorphism of the subgroup H. For each K, the subgroup H(K) is the 

Galois group of N over K, and. its order is the degree [N:K].

Proof:Consider a subfield K. Let H(k) be the set of all automorphisms 

(and. only those automorphisms) T^ of N for which bT.=b for every b in K 

and Tj and To in H(k), H(k) is a closed complex in the Galois group of
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N over F and is itself a group. Every automorphism of N over K must 

also be an automorphism of N over F. H(K) is a subset of the Galois 

group of N over K.

Suppose H(K) is a subgroup of G. Let K be the set of all elements 

of N invariant under the automorphisms of H(K). If a and b are two 

such elements, and if S is an automorphism of H(k), (a+b)S=aS+bS’=a+b, 

and. (ab)S=(aS)(bS)=ab. Then K is closed, under both addition and 

multiplication. It is an additive group and, with the exception of 

the zero element, a multiplicative group. Hence K is a subfield of N.

If and are distinct subfields of N, there is an element 

a of not in K^. Every T of H(K^) maps a onto itself. By the preceding 

theorem, H(K^) contains an automorphism not mapping a onto itself. Hence 

H(K^) and H(K?) are distinct subgroups of G.

Let H be a subgroup of G of order h. Let K(H) be the set of 

all elements left invariant by the automorphisms in H. As above,

K(H) is a field. Let K(H) be the Galois group of K(H) over F. The 

order of H(K) is [jfsKj. Let c^ ,0^,... ,c^+^ be elements of N with the 

T^, i=l,2,...,h elements of H. Form a system of h equations in (h+l)

unknowns, of the form y1(c1Ti)+y2(c2TP + * * *+yh+/Ch+lTi^=°’ The sys'tem 

has a non-trivial solution for the unknowns y. in N. Transform each
< i ‘l

equation by S, an element of H. (y1S)(c1T’)+(y^5)(c2T|)+. • ,+^yh+lS^ch+lTP 

0 where TS=T!. This result must also be a solution of the system of 

equations. The elements ty^,ty?,...,ty^+^ must also form a solution 

since the equations are linear. Assume without loss of generality that 

y^=l. Then t=i, and y^S=y^. Hence any (h+l) elements of the vector 

space N (of dimension ^NjKJ) are linearly independent over K. Hence
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^NsK]=h, Then the subgroup H of the Galois group H(K) of N over K 

is of order not less than the order of H(k) . H=4l(K). Q.E.D.

Galois theory turns group theory into a tool of immediate 

use to the field theorist. In a similar way the automorphisms of 

any algebraic system find their appropriate expression in group 

theory. Group theory seems to be the study of symmetry in itself.

The implication of Galois' idea could be developed at some length. 

Consider just the normal property of subgroups H of a Galois group G.

The Fundamental Theorem draws this correspondence between groups and

f ield s:

H

Groups

e

Fields

-----  K
N

The smaller a subgroup of G, the larger is the field to which it 

corresponds. If H is normal in G, K is said to be normal over F(a 

subfield). Further, if H is the Galois group of N over F, G/H is the 

Galois group of H over F. This is at least intuitively reasonable since 

all automorphisms leaving every element of H invariant will be mapped 

onto the identity of G/H. Let p(x) be a polynomial with coefficients 

in F and at least one root in K. K is normal over F if and only if K 

contains every root of p(x), that is, if K is the root field of some 

polynomial over F.

Theorem 6.6:Let K,N, and F be fields such that Ifc> K3F. If G is the
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the Galois group of N over F and, H is the Galois group of N over K,

K is normal over F if and. only if every member of G maps elements of K

onto elements of K,

Proof:Let T be a member of H, and let S be any member of G, and let 

a be a member of K, If every automorphism of G maps elements of K onto 

elements of K, (aS K, and aS ^T=aS Then a(S ^TS)=a(S ^S)=a.

S TS is a member of H, H Is normal, and. K is normal.

Suppose some S-^ of G maps an element u out of K. There is 

an element T* of H which does not leave uS invariant. Then uS xT’S^u, 

and. S^T'S is not in H. H is not normal in G. Q.E.D.
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VII.SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Solvability and nilpotence form the core of this work. Appropriate 

to the undergraduate level, it begins with a review of the basic results 

of a first course in abstract algebra. These are extended to the Sylow 

Theorems, important because of their treatment of the existence of

subgroups in a given group. Given this introduction, the solvability 

property is postulated in the form of the existence of p-complements 

within the given group. While this is not the conventionally used 

definition, it seems to have produced some simplification of the proofs 

of the standard theorems of solvability.

Much more emphasis is given to nilpotence than to supersolvability.

The relationship between the two properties is established, and most 

of the classical properties of nilpotence are given. This discussion 

is somewhat less exhaustive than the investigation of solvability.

Both solvability and nilpotence find good application in the study 

of p-groups and in the Galois theory. Since at least one p-group 

occurs in any group (except the identity), their study is of obvious 

importance and provides a useful example of a solvable group. In studying

the automorphisms of a given field, it becomes obvious that the rather 

minimal postulates of group theory can given startlingly important 

results when applied to much larger systems.

It is, from a personal standpoint, very satisfying to have completed 

this paper. While it presents no really original research results, it has 

afforded a chance to investigate a very beautiful topic in mathematics in 

some depth. The writing of the paper has afforded a unique opportunity to
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study the axiomatic structure of group theory. It is to he regretted 

(a little) that no original problem of any significance has been 

explored in these pages.

Few readers, if any at all, will be primarily interested in group 

theory. It is to be hoped that those few will find here an adequate 

basis to extend further undergraduate "research" toward the Galois 

theory or perhaps toward a more particularized section of group theory. 

I hope that the others find a topic as fascinating to them as group 

theory has been to me. Perhaps Goethe provided the most appropriate 

ending to a paper of this nature in the soliloquy of Faust:

Habe nun,ach! Philosophie,
Juristerei und Medizin
Und leider auch Theologie
Durchaus studiert mit heissem Bemuhn.
Da steh ich nun, ich armer Tor,
Und bin so klug als wie zuvor!
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